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Open access publishing: the good, the bad, and the ugly



Why I care about this topic
I am a researcher and I like to get my work published

I am a consumer of research and like to access others’ work

I serve on the editorial boards of regular as well as OA journals

◦ Lancet Infectious Diseases (Elsevier)
◦ Int J of Tuberculosis and Lung Dis
◦ J Epi Global Health (Elsevier)
◦ Expert Rev Molecular Diagnostics
◦ PLoS Medicine
◦ PLoS One
◦ EBioMedicine (Elsevier)
◦ Scientific Reports (Nature)





Conventional pay-wall publishing
Publishers own the rights to the articles in their journals. 

Anyone who wants to read the articles must pay to access them. 

In addition, many journals now levy “page charges”.

Anyone who wants to use the articles in any way must obtain permission from the publisher and 
is often required to pay an additional fee.

Can be super expensive (high profit margins for publishers: as high as 35%!)

Researchers and consumers in low/middle income countries struggle to access research

With dwindling budgets, even established universities are struggling to provide access…

http://www.plos.org/about/open-access/



http://www.theguardian.com/science/2012/apr/24/harvard-university-journal-publishers-prices?CMP=share_btn_tw



We researchers often do all the work (write, 
review, edit), and yet we ourselves do not own 
the work and need to pay?

Does this model make any sense?





What is OA publishing?
Open Access stands for unrestricted access and unrestricted reuse. 

free immediate access to, and unrestricted reuse of, original works of all types. Authors agree to 
make articles legally available for reuse, without permission or fees, for virtually any purpose. 
Anyone may copy, distribute, or reuse these articles, as long as the author and original source 
are properly cited. 

http://www.plos.org/about/open-access/



Spectrum of access



Benefits of OA publishing
Accelerated discovery. With open access, researchers can read and build on the findings of 
others without restriction.
◦ Open Access articles are cited 2.5 to 5 times more than articles that users' institutions must pay to 

access online (Brody et al.)

Space for negative findings

Public enrichment. Much scientific and medical research is paid for with public funds. Open 
access allows taxpayers to see the results of their investment (e.g. CIHR open access policy).

Improved education. Open access means that teachers and their students have access to the 
latest research findings throughout the world.

Unlimited space to put data out (e.g. PLoS policy on making data available online).

Amplifier effect – others can repost/reuse

http://www.plos.org/about/open-access/





Pai et al. Lancet Global Health 2014

Amplifier effect 



Rise of OA 
publishing

https://www.plos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Progress-Update_FINAL_LO_RES_Update-9.15.15.pdf



Science 4 October 2013: 
Vol. 342 no. 6154 pp. 58-59 



Some major OA publishers



https://www.plos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Progress-Update_FINAL_LO_RES_Update-9.15.15.pdf



Just as amazon is forcing book publishers 
to consider new business models



OA has forced traditional publishers to evolve….

Some journals now make all content OA after a certain period of time

They agree to make some content OA, if authors pay a charge (or if the work is funded by NIH, 
Wellcome Trust, HHMI, etc)

They agree to let authors post an accepted version of the manuscript on websites/archives

They have floated new OA versions of their journals



Lancet Global Health: first fully OA Lancet 
journal…



BMJ Global Health (just launched)

http://promotions.bmj.com/globalhealth/



Science Advances: first OA journal from 
Science



Scientific Reports: first OA journal from 
Nature





Concerns
Article charges that authors or institutions have to pay

Payment for publication could create conflicts of interest -financial incentive for 
journals to publish more articles

About quality of OA journals

No gate-keepers to protect journal reputation and integrity

Sustainability of OA journals



Article-processing charge 
OA Journal (Impact Factor) Fee per paper 

(US $)
PLoS ONE (3.2)
PLoS Medicine (14.4)

$1,350
$2,900

BMC Medicine (7.25) $2,605
Science Reports (Nature) [5.5] $1,495
BMJ Open (2.2)
BMJ Global Health [No IF]

$2100
$4800

EBioMedicine (Elsevier) [No IF] $3000



“The data from this sting operation reveal the contours of an emerging Wild 
West in academic publishing,” John Bohannon 

J Bohannon Science 2013;342:60-65



Methods used for the sting
Fake paper took this form: Molecule X from lichen species Y inhibits the growth of cancer cell Z. To 
substitute for those variables, Bohannon created a database of molecules, lichens, and cancer cell lines and 
wrote a computer program to generate hundreds of unique papers.

Between January and August of 2013, he submitted fake papers at a rate of about 10 per week: one paper 
to a single journal for each publisher (total of 304).

If a journal rejected the paper, that was the end of the line. If a journal sent review comments that asked 
for changes to layout or format, he complied and resubmitted. 

If a review addressed any of the paper's serious scientific problems, he sent the editor a "revised" version 
that was superficially improved, but without changing any of the fatal scientific flaws. 

After a journal accepted a paper, he sent a standard e-mail to the editor: "Unfortunately, while revising our 
manuscript we discovered an embarrassing mistake. We see now that there is a serious flaw in our 
experiment which invalidates the conclusions." He then withdrew the paper. 

J Bohannon Science 2013;342:60-65



J Bohannon Science 2013;342:60-65





Reactions to the ‘sting’
Effort by Science to discredit OA; The sting operation, Science said in its promotion, “exposes the 
dark side of open-access publishing.”

Author did not sample non-OA journals (so, no control group)

Author deliberately over-sampled low-quality journals (e.g. Beall’s list) and does not provide a 
fair sample of OA journals





Some well known predators…



A new predator emerges…



Journal of Veterinary Science



International Journal of Pharmacy



Ed Board: J of Psychology and Psychotherapy



Ed Board: Advanced Management Science



Ed Board: Int J Diabetology and Vascular Dis



At least somebody adores my research!



Location of a journal's publisher, editor, and bank account are often continents apart. 

J Bohannon Science 2013;342:60-65

Published by AAAS

India accounts for a third of the predatory OA journals

India-based 
journals 
accepted 80% of 
the bogus 
manuscript









http://scholarlyoa.com/2013/11/07/want-a-faster-review-pay-for-it/



Investment you need to make, to start a fake OA 
journal: $1000 + a garage + one staff

$500

$200

$200

$100



Meet the one-man army against predators



http://scholarlyoa.com/





Courtesy: Dr Paul Clarke, Dept of Pharmacology, McGill Univ



How to spot a predator?
Unsolicited spam; full of grammatical errors

Journal may have nothing to do with your field

Often from a email ID with female name

Email ID is usually gmail, yahoo or such

Names of editors or editorial board members not provided

Publisher’s address is usually not provided or is completely fictitious

Promise of rapid publication

Lofty titles (“International Journal of something…”) which mimics established journals

Claims to be based in America, but more likely India!

Special offers with reduced fees or discounts

Included in Beall’s black list



Fake journals from India, and fake conferences 
from China!

Science 4 October 2013



Be particularly wary of these…

IEEE conferences in China



So, can we save OA?
In principle, OA publishing has to be a good thing
◦ Everyone likes their research to be read, and all major funders mandate that
◦ If OA is forcing traditional publishers to get out of their greed mindset, then that is a good 

thing
◦ Self-archiving should be used more to increase access

The challenge is operationalizing OA and ensuring that it stays 
credible and sustainable
◦ PLoS Medicine is now an OA alternative to high-impact general medical journals (e.g. NEJM, 

Lancet) and has established its reputation
◦ PLoS ONE is now the largest OA publication and appears to be sustainable



“In an academic world ever more infiltrated by fraudsters, 
con artists and pirates, one can still trust the content and 
academic integrity of scientific society journals and long-
standing corporate publishers. They protect against article 
and journal cloning, identity theft, bogus journals, forgery, 
author substitution, fake metrics, and prevent outright 
intellectual property theft.”  K Tomaselli

https://theconversation.com/open-access-is-not-free-someone-is-doing-the-work-someone-is-paying-46557



Some closing thoughts…
Regardless of OA versus pay-wall publishing models, good peer-
review (with all its flaws) and editorial oversight is key to ensure 
quality
◦ Even with this, there will always be a range of quality and readers and researchers need 

benchmarks to guide them
◦ While ‘black lists’ (e.g. Beall) are useful, perhaps it is time for ‘white lists’ of high quality OA 

publications

The emergence of predatory journals is a testament that OA is 
popular and here to stay; while credible researchers should not fall 
for them, these journals will always have a market



My small campaign to raise awareness in 
India…





Others are waging 
their own 
campaigns…



Thank you!

Questions?

madhukar.pai@mcgill.ca

@paimadhu
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